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Multilayer properties of superficial and intergranular segregation isotherms:
A mean-field approach
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Segregation is studied at the~001! and~310! surfaces, as well as for theS55 ~310! @001# tilt grain boundary
~GB!, in the Cu~Ag! system. Based on an effective Ising model with energetic parameters obtained from an
N-body interatomic potential, we compare the segregation driving forces for the three interfaces in this system,
which presents a strong tendency toward phase separation in the bulk. Within mean-field theory, we derive
segregation isotherms, and we find an essential difference between the flat~001! surface and the open~310!
surface. For the first one, the isotherm is characterized by a succession of monolayer phase transitions, whereas
the isotherm of the~310! surface exhibits a multilayer phase transition, all these transitions occurring well
within the domain of the Cu~Ag! solid solution. The segregation isotherm for the~310! @001# tilt grain
boundary is similar to the~310! surface one, with the presence of a multilayer phase transition too. The
behavior of the GB plane itself is rather intricate, a multireentrant phase transition being predicted. A ground-
state analysis and a simple bilayer model allows us to detail the conditions for the existence of an interfacial
multilayer phase transition, as a function of both the energetic and crystallographic parameters and the tem-
perature.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.195413 PACS number~s!: 68.35.Rh, 82.65.1r, 02.70.Rr
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I. INTRODUCTION

The chemical composition in alloys near interfaces is
general different from that of the bulk. This phenomenon h
been extensively studied for many years both for surface1–3

and grain boundaries~GB’s!.2,4–6 Atomic resolution experi-
mental techniques now allow a more detailed compari
with atomistic simulations for both types of interface.7–10

From a theoretical point of view, surface segregation
been modeled both analytically3,11 and by numerical simula
tions such as the Monte Carlo technique.12 The advantages o
the first approach are obviously to allow one to extract
segregation driving forces and to study extensively the in
ence of physical parameters such as the bulk concentratio
the temperature.3 However, the rigid-lattice approximation
which is often assumed in the analytical approach,11 neglects
the influence of atomic relaxations. When the atomic radi
the elements of the alloy differ strongly, this approximati
is probably too severe.3,13,14Conversely, Monte Carlo simu
lations coupling atomic displacements and a change of
chemical nature of the atoms include all factors that m
induce superficial segregation.12 However, due to their nu-
merical aspect, these calculations are unsuited to de
trends in superficial segregation behavior. The same dilem
exists for the study of grain boundary segregation, but
large distortions of the interatomic distances between
sites seem to prevent the use of simple lattice-
models,15–20 like those used for the surface case. This e
plains the large use of Monte Carlo simulations for GB s
regation study,21–24and thus the lack of knowledge about th
general trends followed by GB segregation isotherms,
are defined as the relation giving the concentration on e
GB site as a function of the bulk concentration for a giv
0163-1829/2002/65~19!/195413~17!/$20.00 65 1954
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temperature. In particular, first-order phase transitions s
as the ones derived from the Fowler-Guggenheim surf
isotherms3,25 have not been reported for GB isotherms to t
best of our knowledge.

Very recently, we extended the tight-binding Ising mod
~TBIM !, developed for the study of surface segregation,3,26

to the GB case.27 The key point of this approach is that th
energetic parameters of the Ising model are obtained f
atomistic simulations using interatomic potentials deriv
from the second-moment approximation~SMA! of the tight-
binding scheme.28 This SMA-TBIM approach permits one to
takes into account the influence of the atomic relaxation
the surface or in the GB zone and the variation of the wi
of the local density of electronic states on each site of
interface. Consequently, the energetic parameters of the
fective Ising model are different for each site or for each p
of neighboring sites of an interface. It is obvious that su
variations can strongly affect a segregation isotherm. In p
ticular, it is an open question to know if it can induce speci
interfacial phase transitions.

The goal of the present paper is to compare surface
GB segregation isotherms by taking advantage of the ana
cal properties of the SMA-TBIM approach. The Cu-Ag sy
tem is chosen due to the large number of studies
surface27,29–35and grain boundary27,36–42segregation. Segre
gation isotherms for the symmetrical tilt grain boundaryS
55 ~310! @001# will then be compared with two surfac
isotherms. The first one concerns the~001! low-index orien-
tation, whereas the second one is related to the same o
tation as the GB, i.e., the~310! surface. This will allow us to
distinguish the respective roles of the nature of the interf
~surface or GB! and its crystallographic orientation. More
over, it seems that this is one of the first theoretical studie
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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BERTHIER, CREUZE, TE´TOT, AND LEGRAND PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 195413
surface segregation for an open orientation, such as the~310!
one, and we hope that the present results will motivate
perimental studies on segregation at vicinal surfaces.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we revi
the main features of the SMA-TBIM approach. In Sec. I
the values of the energetic parameters of the model are g
for the~001! and~310! surfaces and for theS55 ~310! @001#
GB for the Cu~Ag! system. Then the segregation isother
are presented for all these interfaces, with special atten
paid to possible interfacial phase transitions~Sec. IV!. Some
simple analytical models are presented in Sec. V to inter
the main differences observed between the phase transi
for the ~001! surface, on the one hand, and the~310! inter-
faces~GB and surface!, on the other hand. Then a quantit
tive comparison of the results of these simple analyti
models with the isotherms obtained with the SMA-TBI
approach is performed in Sec. VI. Finally, in Sec. VII we l
the general conclusions.

II. SMA-TBIM APPROACH

Let us recall the main features of the SMA-TBIM a
proach for studying surface and GB segregation.3,27 Starting
from the tight-binding Hamiltonian and using a generaliz
perturbation method, an effective Ising Hamiltonian is o
tained to model the part of the energy that depends on
chemical configuration, which governs interfaci
segregation.3 The Bragg-Williams approximation is used fo
the statistical treatment. Moreover, we assume that the
centration is homogeneous for each plane parallel to the
terface, at least when all the sites in such a plane are c
tallographically equivalent. In the opposite case, we cons
sublattices formed by equivalent sites, and we define a c
centration per sublattice for each plane parallel to the in
face. As shown below, this is the case for the~310! GB
plane. However, for the sake of simplicity, we omit the ind
of the possible sublattices in the following equations and
denotecp the concentration of A in thepth plane,p50 being
the interface plane.

The segregation isotherm for anAcB12c alloy at tempera-
ture T is given by3

cp

12cp
5

c

12c
expF2

DGp
seg~c,cp ,cp8!

kBT G , ~1!

whereDGp
seg5DHp

seg2TDSp
seg is the Gibbs free energy o

segregation on thepth plane;DHp
seg and DSp

seg being, re-
spectively, the segregation enthalpy and the vibrational
of the segregation entropy on thepth plane. Each thermody
namic quantityDXp

seg, with X5(G,H,or S) corresponds to
the variation ofX when oneA atom in the bulk is exchange
with a B atom in thepth plane parallel to the interface.

It has been shown thatDHp
seg may be expressed as3,27,42

DHp
seg~c,cp ,cp8!5DHp

impurity1DHp
interaction~c,cp ,cp8!,

~2!

whereDHp
impurity is the segregation enthalpy in the infinite

dilute limit andDHp
interaction takes into account the interac

tions among segregating atoms,27,42
19541
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DHp
interaction~c,cp ,cp8!

52(
R

S (
p852q

p851q

ZR
p,p1p8VR

p,p1p8cp1p82ZRVRcD , ~3!

whereVR5(VR
AA1VR

BB22VR
AB)/2 is the effective pair inter-

action energy~EPI! between theRth neighbors.43 ZR is the
bulk coordination number for theRth shell of neighbors, and

ZR
p,p1p8 is the number ofRth neighbors between planesp

and p1p8. The indexq defines the number of planes th
have to be considered (2q11 in the bulk!, consistently with
the spatial extension ofVR . The EPI’s can vary near the
interface, which explains the occurrence of the exponen

VR
p,p1p8 in the term that depends oncp1p8 .3,44–46

The segregation enthalpy in the infinitely dilute limit
the sum of three terms,3,27,42

DHp
impurity5DHp

site1DHp
size1DHp

EPI , ~4!

whereDHp
site is equal to the difference of the excess enth

pies of sites on thepth plane between the pure constituent3

andDHp
size is the component of the segregation enthalpy d

to the size mismatch betweenA and B.3,14 The last term in
Eq. ~4! is related to the EPI’sVR ~Ref. 47!:

DHp
EPI5(

R
VRS ZR2 (

p852q

p851q

ZR
p,p1p8D . ~5!

The key point of the SMA-TBIM approach is the poss
bility to calculate the energetic parameters of Eqs.~2!–~5!
from realistic simulations.27,42 This is performed using
N-body interatomic potentials derived from the secon
moment approximation of the tight-binding scheme.28,42The
calculation of the excess enthalpy on each site in the p
metals, necessary to obtainDHp

site , is obtained after mini-
mizing the enthalpy with respect to atomic positions
means of a quenched molecular dynamics algorithm.48 For
the calculation of the size effect contributionDHp

size, the
parameters of the interatomic potentials are the same for
A2A, A2B, and B2B interactions, except the one fixin
the lattice parameter for each metal.3,14 This procedure al-
lows us to separate the size effect from both the site and
contributions for interfacial segregation. Finally, the bu
EPI’s VR are obtained by considering the enthalpy differen
DHR of a relaxed system containing two isolated solute
oms ~initial state! and two solute atoms inRth neighbor po-
sition ~final state!. VR is related toDHR by VR5DHR/2.42

Similar calculations are performed between the differ

sites of the interfaces to obtainVR
p,p1p8 , i.e., the values of

the EPI’s near the interfaces.
The vibrational part of the segregation entropy in Eq.~1!,

DSp
seg, can be estimated by a recursion method,49 using the

relaxed values of the atomic positions and the force const
derived from the SMA potential. Previous work41 showed
that both the harmonic approximation and local Einst
model50 are clearly too rough to predict the segregation e
tropy at the surface or in the GB quantitatively. Our resu
3-2
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FIG. 1. ~a! Top view of the structure of the
~001! surface ~a!: the two symbols~circle and
cross! correspond to the stacking of the two~002!
planes along the@001# direction.~b! Side view of
the structure of the~310! surface: the surface
plane ~label 0! and the underlayers (p
51,2, . . . ) areindicated. The sites belonging t
the odd planes~indicated by the crosses! are
shifted bya/2 @001# relative to the ones belong
ing to the even planes~indicated by the circles!.
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obtained using the quasiharmonic approximation51 and eight
levels in the recursion method, lead to a vibrational con
bution that can be neglected at the surface but which is
nificant for some GB sites.41 Thus the SMA-TBIM approach
yields a lattice-gas model with energetic and vibrational
tropic parameters consistent withN-body interatomic poten-
tials, and incorporates the influence of atomic relaxations

III. SURFACE AND GB SEGREGATION DRIVING
FORCES

The geometry and the numbering of the various sites
the interfaces studied in the present work are shown in Fi
for the surfaces, and in Fig. 2 for the GB. The~310! surface
can be also considered as a vicinal surface with~001! ter-
races and periodic steps along the^001& direction @see Fig.
1~b!#. The GB structure shown in Fig. 2, referred to as theC
structure in previous works,52 is characterized by a stackin
of two different ~002! planes along the tilt axis. Moreove
due to the collapse of two~620! planes into one during
relaxation,52 the boundary plane contains twice as many
oms as any other layer. However, these atomic sites are
equivalent, the 0 sites being characterized by a large ten
pressure;42 see Fig. 2. We must then distinguish two subl
tices in this plane, which we denotec0 andc08 , for the Ag
concentration on the respective sublattices in the GB pla

As shown in Sec. II, the calculation of the segregat
isotherm in the SMA-TBIM approach requires a knowled
of DHp

impurity and the EPI’s in the bulk and near the inte
face. DHp

impurity is the enthalpy difference occurring whe
one substitutes a solute atom from a bulk site for a solv
atom at a site of thepth plane parallel to the interface; th
relaxation procedure mentioned above being used in both
19541
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FIG. 2. Structure of theS55 ~310! @001# tilt grain boundary.
The sites 0,62,64, . . . belong to the first~002! plane~a!, whereas
the sites 08,61,63, . . . belong to the second~002! plane ~b!. A
superimposition of these two planes along the tilt axis@001# is
shown in~c!.
3-3
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BERTHIER, CREUZE, TE´TOT, AND LEGRAND PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 195413
initial and final states.42 The three contributionsDHp
site ,

DHp
size, andDHp

EPI to DHp
impurity are given in Tables I–III

for the three interfaces and their sum, denotedDH̃p
impurity , is

compared to the direct evaluation ofDHp
impurity .

We note thatDH̃p
impurity reproducesDHp

impurity very well
in all cases, the maximum deviation being less than 60 m
This shows the pertinence of the lattice-gas approach and
validity of the decomposition of the segregation entha
following Eq. ~4!. Moreover, it allows one to compare th
segregation driving forces for the different interfaces.

~a! For the~001! surface, the segregation enthalpy for o
isolated solute atom is significant only on the surface pl
and almost vanishes for the first underlayer~see Table I!. The
size effect favors Ag segregation, due to the larger ato
radius of Ag compared to Cu (r Ag/r Cu51.13).3 The sign of
the termDH0

site , which is related to the lower surface ener
of Ag compared to Cu, is also in favor of Ag segregatio3

Finally, as Cu-Ag is a system that has a tendency to ph
separate, the EPI effect favors the superficial enrichmen
the minority element,3 here Ag in the Cu~Ag! solid solution.
Thus, for this surface, each of the three effects leads to
segregation, the size effect being the dominant contribut

~b! For the more open~310! surface, the segregation en
thalpy is greater than 100 meV~in absolute value! up to the
fourth layer ~see Table II!; this corresponds strictly to th
nearest-neighbor range. The size effect is again the domi
one, the relative influence of the site and EPI effects be
very similar to the one observed for the~001! surface. If the
~310! surface is considered as a vicinal surface with~001!

TABLE II. Site enthalpy excessDHp
site , size effectDHp

size, EPI
effectDHp

EPI , and comparison between the segregation enthalp

one impurity,DHp
impurity , and its estimation,DH̃p

impurity , from the
sum of the three previous effects for the first seven planes of
~310! surface. All these quantities are expressed in meV/at.

DHp
site DHp

size DHp
EPI

DH̃p
impurity DHp

impurity

p50 2213 2317 2172 2702 2659
p51 2139 2288 2125 2552 2532
p52 298 2282 285 2465 2457
p53 241 283 240 2164 2157
p54 212 140 216 112 231
p55 212 14 216 224 0
p56 21 212 0 213 22

TABLE I. Site enthalpy excessDHp
site , size effectDHp

size, EPI
effectDHp

EPI , and comparison between the segregation enthalp

one impurity,DHp
impurity , and its estimation,DH̃p

impurity , from the
sum of the three previous effects for the first three planes of
~001! surface. All these quantities are expressed in meV/at.

DHp
site DHp

size DHp
EPI

DH̃p
impurity DHp

impurity

p50 2130 2305 2109 2544 2541
p51 213 18 216 221 21
p52 0 23 0 23 14
19541
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terraces, then site 1, which is in the center of the~001! ter-
race, must have properties similar to the 0 site of the~001!
surface. The comparison of the segregation enthalpy for b
sites~see Tables I and II! shows that this is the case.

~c! For the S55 ~310! @001# GB, the segregation en
thalpy is significant~i.e., greater than 100 meV in absolu
value! on the GB plane~sublattices 0 and 08) and on four
~620! planes immediately adjacent to the interface~see Table
III !. This means that the spatial range of the segrega
enthalpy on each side of the interface is one plane gre
than for the~310! surface. As discussed previously,27,42 GB
segregation is largely dominated in the infinitely dilute lim
by the size effect, due to the large distortions of the int
atomic distances in the GB region. Nevertheless, the site
fect cannot be neglected on sites 08 and 61, whereas the
EPI effect remains almost negligible at all sites. An impo
tant contribution of the vibrational entropy to the Gibbs fr
energy of segregation on site 0 was found in a previo
work, and must be taken into account in Eq.~1!; see Table
IV.41

Beyond the infinitely dilute limit the dependence of th
segregation enthalpy on the local concentrations is given
the EPI’s, which can differ near the interface from their bu
values.3,44–46 In Table V we note that the EPI’s within th
~001! surface plane,V1

0,0 andV2
0,0, are less negative than i

the bulk, indicating a lower tendency toward phase sepa
tion at the surface. A similar evolution was found by Meun
et al.,46 using a slightly different interatomic potential for th
Cu-Ag system. Conversely, the in-plane EPI’s are enhan
~in absolute value! in the first underlayer, just as the inte

of

e

TABLE IV. Vibrational part of the segregation entropy for the
sites of theS55 ~310! @001# tilt grain boundary,DS0

seg ~expressed
in units of kB) vs T and the contribution2TDS0

seg ~in meV/at.! to
the Gibbs free energy of segregation,DG0

seg.

T 300 K 600 K 900 K

DS0
seg 22.15 22.5 23.2

2TDS0
seg 155 1130 1250

of

e

TABLE III. Site enthalpy excessDHp
site , size effectDHp

size,
EPI effect DHp

EPI , and comparison between the segregation

thalpy of one impurity,DHp
impurity , and its estimation,DH̃p

impurity ,
from the sum of the three previous effects for the first five~620!
adjacent planes of theS55 ~310! @001# tilt grain boundary and for
the GB plane~sites 0 and 0’!. All these quantities are expressed
meV/at.

DHp
site DHp

size DHp
EPI

DH̃p
impurity DHp

impurity

p50 157 2578 114 2507 2565
p508 262 291 246 2199 2138
p561 252 269 214 2135 2119
p562 211 2191 29 2211 2204
p563 216 2116 0 2132 2131
p564 215 287 216 2118 299
p565 24 140 0 136 132
3-4
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MULTILAYER PROPERTIES OF SUPERFICIAL AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 195413
TABLE V. Number of neighborsZR
p,p1p8and effective pair in-

teractions between sites of planesp andp1p8, VR
p,p1p8 ~in meV!,

for the ~001! surface. The numbers on the left~respectively on the
right! are relative to the nearest neighbors:R51 ~respectively next-
nearest neighbors:R 5 2!.

p850 p851 p852

ZR
p,p1p8 4,4 4,0 0,1

p50 218,27 251,2 2,28

p51 231,219 230,2 2,216

p52 225,218 224,2 2,216

bulk 223,216 223,2 2,216
19541
layer EPI’s V1
0,1 and V1

1,2. We note that the EPI’s almos
reach their bulk values beginning with the second underla

The ~310! surface has no nearest neighbors within t
surface plane (Z1

p,p50; see Table VI!. We show in Sec. IV
this has an important consequence on the segregation
therm. Similar to the~001! orientation, the in-plane EPI’s
V2

p,p are less negative than in the bulk for the first thr
planes (0<p<2) ~see Table VI!, whereas some interlaye
EPI’s are strongly enhanced in absolute value. Moreove
we analyze the results of the~310! surface as those for a
vicinal orientation of the~001! surface, we find good agree
ment between the different values of the EPI’s for the vicin
surface and for the flat one~see Table VII!. We note that the
EPI’s reach almost their bulk values from the planep55 for
be-
TABLE VI. Number of neighborsZR
p,p1p8and effective pair interactions between sites of planesp and

p1p8, VR
p,p1p8 ~in meV!, for the ~310! surface. The numbers on the left~respectively on the right! are

relative to the nearest neighbors:R51 ~respectively next-nearest neighbors:R 5 2!.

p850 p851 p852 p853 p854 p855 p856

ZR
p,p1p8 0,2 2,0 1,1 2,0 1,0 0,0 0,1

p50 2,27 229,2 225,12 250,0 260,0 2,2 2,212
p51 2,26 213,2 251,216 254,2 255,2 2,2 2,213
p52 2,212 228,2 247,23 253,2 250,2 2,2 2,213
p53 2,223 244,2 234,216 242,2 248,2 2,2 2,213
p54 2,222 231,2 229,230 229,2 230,2 2,2 2,218
p55 2,221 227,2 229,219 230,2 229,2 2,2 2,218
bulk 2,216 223,2 223,216 223,2 223,2 2,2 2,216

TABLE VII. Comparison between the effective pair interactions~in meV! of the ~001! surface and the
~310! surface considered as a vicinal surface of the~001! one.

(001) V2
0,0527 V1

0,15251 V2
0,2528 V1

1,15231 V2
1,15219 V1

1,25230 V2
1,35216

V2
0,0527 V1

1,35251 V2
0,65212 V1

4,35231 V2
4,45222 V1

4,65229 V2
4,105218

(310) V2
1,1526 V1

1,45254 V2
1,75213 V1

4,75229
V1

1,55255 V2
2,85213 V1

4,85230

TABLE VIII. Effective pair interactions between sites of planesp andq, VR
p,q ~in meV!, for the~310! GB.

The numbers on the left~respectively on the right! are relative to the nearest neighbors:R51 ~respectively
next-nearest neighbors:R52). For V2

62,62, the two values correspond to different types of neighbors
tween the planes62: V2

12,22 on the left andV2
62,62 on the right.

q50 q508 q561 q562 q563 q564

p50 2,25 26,2 29,2 244,220 229,2 229,2

p508 2,230 244,217 21,2 6,2 2,2

p561 30,233 229,220 220,0 230,2
p562 2,22/233 233,2 248,219
p563 2,233 228,2
p564 2,220
3-5
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BERTHIER, CREUZE, TE´TOT, AND LEGRAND PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 195413
the ~310! surface, which corresponds to thep52 plane for
the ~001! orientation.

For theS55 ~310! @001# tilt GB, the EPI’s and the coor-
dination numbers between the sites in the first planes a
cent to the interface are given in Tables VIII and IX. Th
convergence of the EPI’s toward their bulk values is rat

TABLE IX. Number of neighbors between sites of planesp and
q, ZR

p,q , for the ~310! GB. The numbers on the left~respectively on
the right! are relative to the nearest neighbors:R51 ~respectively
next-nearest neighbors:R52). For Z2

62,62, the two values corre-
spond to different types of neighbors between the planes62 ~see
Table VIII!.

q50 q508 q561 q562 q563 q564

p50 2,22 2,2 4,2 2,2 4,2 2,2

p508 2,2 2,2 4,2 2,2 2,2

p561 1,2 2,2 1,2 2,2
p562 2,2/1 2,2 1,1
p563 2,2 2,2
p564 2,2
19541
a-

r

similar to the~310! surface. However, the values in the G
plane~sites 0 and 08) and in the closest~620! planes parallel
to the interface~sites61) differ strongly from the ones ob
tained for the~310! surface. In particular, the maximum ab
solute value of the ratioV1

p,q/V1
bulk is less: 2.1 instead of 2.6

Furthermore, a high positive value is obtained forV1
21,1

(130 meV), indicating a repulsion between Ag solute
oms located in nearest-neighbor positions on planes21 and
11. This repulsion is related to the strong compressive p
sure on these sites;42 see Fig. 2.

Using the energetic quantities (DHp
impurity and the EPI’s!

described in this section, and assuming they do not dep
on temperature and concentrations, in Sec. IV we show
segregation isotherms for the three interfaces, mainly stud
at three temperatures~900, 600, and 300 K!.

TABLE X. Solubility limit ca and spinodal limitcspi , calcu-
lated from mean-field equations for various temperatures.

T 300 K 600 K 900 K

ca 5.031027 7.131024 8.531023

cspi 3.631022 7.631022 1231022
FIG. 3. Segregation isotherms for the~001! surface:cp vs c for p<2, atT51600 K ~a!, 900 K ~b!, 600 K ~c!, and 300 K~d!. The bulk
solubility limit is indicated by the vertical line.
3-6
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FIG. 4. Segregation isotherms for the~310! surface:cp vs c for p<6, atT51500 K ~a!, 900 K ~b!, 600 K ~c!, and 300 K~d!.
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IV. SEGREGATION ISOTHERMS

The segregation isotherms are obtained by solving
system of nonlinear equations~1!, coupled by means of the
interaction termDHp

interaction(c,cp ,cp8). This is performed
by using a Newton-Raphson algorithm with a sufficien
large number of equations like Eqs.~1! for a given
temperature.34 Note that the study is restricted to the doma
of the bulk solid-solution Cu~Ag!, i.e. the Ag bulk concen-
tration remains smaller than the solubility limitca , which is
given by the following equation~see Table X!:

ca~T!

12ca~T!
5expF ~122ca~T!!(

R
ZRVR

kBT
G . ~6a!

When the solubility limit is very low, as in the present cas
this expression can be approximated by

ca~T!5expF(
R

ZRVR

kBT
G . ~6b!
19541
e
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A. „001… surface

In Fig. 3~a!, the segregation isotherms are shown atT
51600 K, giving the concentration of the first three plan
from c0 to c2, as a function of the bulk concentrationc. At
this temperature, all the concentrations increase mon
nously withc up to a value almost equal to 1 forc0 andc1

when c reaches the bulk solubility limit.DH0
impurity being

greater~in absolute value! thanDH1
impurity ~see Table I!, c0

is greater thanc1 whateverc. At T5900 K @see Fig. 3~b!#,
c0 increases almost monotonocally, whereas thec1 curve is a
van der Waals loop, indicating a first-order layering tran
tion on this plane.34 This transition is responsible for th
small ‘‘companion’’ transition35,53 observed in the upper par
of the c0 isotherm. For a higher bulk concentration, anoth
first-order phase transition affectsc2 just before the bulk
solubility limit ca .

When decreasing the temperature, the isotherms on
different planes are shifted toward lower bulk concentratio
The surface critical temperatureTc

0 , below which a first-
order phase transition is observed on the surface plane, m
be slightly less than 600 K in view of thec0 curve in Figs.
3~c! and 3~d!. The same consideration for thec1 curve leads
to an estimation ofTc

1 around 1500 K@see Fig. 3~a!#. In Sec.
V we discuss the origin of such variations of the critic
3-7
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FIG. 5. Segregation isotherms for theS55 ~310! @001# tilt grain boundary:cp vs c, for the grain boundary plane (p50 and 08) and for
the first adjacent planesp<5, at T51600 K ~a!, 900 K ~b!, 600 K ~c!, and 300 K~d!. Note that the value of the vibrational segregati
entropy atT51600 K is taken equal to its value at 900 K. This leads to underestimate its effect onc0.
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temperature for the first-layer transitions. We note that
width of the van der Waals loops is larger~on a logarithmic
scale! when the temperature decreases. As a conseque
the lower part of thec2 isotherm goes beyond the bulk sol
bility limit at T5300 K without reaching the spinodal lim
cspi , given by~see Table X!

kBT522cspi~12cspi!(
R

ZRVR . ~7!

However, this remark concerns only the metastable par
the isotherms, with the phase transition on these planes
curring beforeca .

Note that only the first layering transition has been ide
tified clearly from an experimental point of view.31 Other
studies for the~111! face in Cu~Ag! alloys34,54 lead to similar
results, indicating kindred behaviors for these two clo
packed surfaces. We discuss the properties of these isoth
in Secs. V and VI to explain their main characteristics, i.
the existence of successive first-order phase transition
19541
e

ce,

of
c-

-

-
ms

.,
on

different planes near the surface and the lower value of
critical temperature on the surface relative to the first und
layer plane.

B. „310… surface

The segregation isotherms for this open surface are sh
in Figs. 4~a!–4~d! for T51500, 900, 600, and 300 K. Th
main characteristic of these isotherms is the presence
multilayerphase transition of first order affecting planes 2,
and 4. It differs strongly from the~001! surface, for which
successive monolayerphase transitions are observed
planes 0, 1, and 2. A numerical estimation of the critic
temperatureTc

(310) , above which the isotherms are mon
tonic, can be obtained from Fig. 4~a!. At T51500 K, all the
isotherms are distinct and monotonic. However, the slope
the curvescp(c) is almost infinite nearcp50.5 for 2<p
<4, indicating thatTc

(310) is slightly below 1500 K. Below
Tc

(310) the discontinuous increase of (c2 ,c3 ,c4) at ctrans is
preceded at lower bulk concentrations by a continuous
crease ofc0 and c1. At ctrans these two concentrations un
dergo a small companion transition in the upper part of
3-8
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isotherms, very similar to the one observed forc0 at T
5900 K for the~001! surface.

Let us compare the relative positions of the isother
between the~001! and~310! surfaces.c1

(310) is very similar to
c0

(001) , consistent with the already mentioned analysis of
~310! surface as a vicinal surface with~001! terraces. The
same analysis leads to a comparison ofc4

(310) with c1
(001) .

The positions of these isotherms on the bulk concentra
scale are similar. Moreover, as can be predicted from
segregation enthalpy in the infinitely dilute limit~see Tables
I and II!, the c0

(310) curve is shifted toward a lower bul
concentration when compared to thec0

(001) curve. This arises
from the larger number of missing bonds for the atom 0
the ~310! surface, which can be considered as a step e
atom of this vicinal surface.

In Sec. V we analyze the origin of the multilayer pha
transition observed for this open surface, which differs fro
the succession of monolayer phase transitions obtained
the ~001! surface.

C. SÄ5 „310… †001‡ GB

The segregation isotherms for this symmetrical tilt gra
boundary are shown in Figs. 5~a!–5~d! for T51600, 900,
600, and 300 K. Note that we impose a symmetrical conc
tration profile by assumingc2p5cp . Similar to the~310!
surface, the main characteristic of these isotherms is the p
ence of amultilayer phase transition affecting the first fou
adjacent planes,p, on each side of the GB plane:p561 to
64.

Concerning the GB plane itself, the situation is intrica
For the 0 sites, the influence of the temperature leads
remarkable phenomenon. Actually, the vibrational segre
tion entropy, which can be neglected at the surface,47 signifi-
cantly reduces the Gibbs free energy of segregation on
site 0 in the GB plane whenT increases~see Table IV!. This
is at the origin of the strong evolution of the segregat
isotherm for the 0 sites with temperature. At 900 and 600
the 0 sites clearly contribute to the multilayer phase tran

FIG. 6. Two-dimensional phase diagram for the 0 sites of
GB plane. This phase diagram includes a classical 2D symmet
miscibility gap withTc558 K and an asymmetrical miscibility ga
with Tc51600 K due to the multilayer phase transition.
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tion as revealed by the large jump ofc0 at ctrans(T); see
Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!. Conversely, at lower temperature@T
5300 K; see Fig. 5~d!#, the isotherm of the 0 sites is shifte
strongly toward a lower bulk concentration relative toctrans

e
al

FIG. 7. Segregation isotherms for the main planes of theS55
~310! @001# tilt grain boundary,cp vs c, at T5300 K. Only the
most stable states are shown in~a!, whereas the hysteresis cycle
indicated in~b! and~c!. The isotherms obtained by increasingc are
shown in~b!, and correspond to only one multilayer phase tran
tion, whereas the isotherms obtained by decreasingc, shown in~c!,
present two phase transitions.
3-9
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~300 K!, and becomes almost monotonic. Actually, this is
therm is no longer affected by the multilayer phase tran
tion, except by the presence of a small companion transi
of very weak amplitude nearc051. However, at very low
temperature, the isotherm for the 0 sites recovers the s
behavior as the one observed for the~001! surface: forT
,Tc

0'60 K, there is a monolayer phase transition affect
this isotherm.Thus the two-dimensional(2D) phase dia-
gram for the0 sites, obtained by drawing the2D solubility
limit as a function of T, presents a multireentrant phase tran
sition shown in Fig. 6. This arises from the existence of
first miscibility gap due to the monolayer phase transition
T,60 K and a second miscibility gap issued from t
multilayer phase transition forT,1600 K.

If we examine closely the GB phase transition atT
5300 K @Fig. 5~d!#, we note that the multilayer phase tra
sition occurring at higher temperature splits up into th
phase transitions. The first transition affects mainlyc62 and
c63. When these concentrations are located in the high
of the isotherm, a second transition affectsc61 andc64 ~near
c52.231028) followed by a third one affectingc08 ~near
c5331028). However, if we consider only the most stab
state for each bulk concentration, there is a unique transi
at c53.81028, affecting the GB plane~sites 08) and the first
four adjacent planes on each side of the GB plane@see Fig.

FIG. 8. The normalized ground-state internal energiesEn /uVu vs
the difference in normalized chemical potentialsm/uVu within the
broken-bond model@see Eqs.~8! and ~9!#, with Dt/V54 for the
~001! surface~a! and the~310! surface~b!. Solid ~broken! lines
represent stable~metastable! states and the number ofA layers in
each state is marked in the figure.
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7~a!#. Conversely, the metastable states are important w
studying the kinetics of segregation or depletion.55,56 The
complexity of the equilibrium isotherms atT5300 K must
lead to an unexpected kinetic behavior. More precisely,
hysteresis cycle, which can be derived from these kine
using the local equilibrium concept,56,57has the peculiarity to
present one transition whenc increases@kinetics of segrega-
tion, see Fig. 7~b!# and two transitions whenc decreases
@kinetics of depletion, see Fig. 7~c!#.

Similar to the case of the~310! surface, we numerically
determine the critical temperature of the GB multilay
phase transition. Figure 5~a! shows thatTc

GB is about 1600 K
and is slightly higher thanTc

(310)51500 K, whereas the criti-
cal bulk concentrationctrans is much higher for the GB than
for the~310! surface at all temperatures~compare Figs. 4 and
5!. This last point is related to the higher absolute value
the segregation enthalpies for the~310! surface, at least for
the first three planes~see Tables II and III!.

V. SIMPLE ANALYTICAL MODELS

In this section we attempt to elucidate the main factors
the origin of the differences observed between the isothe
for the ~001! and ~310! surfaces and theS55 ~310! @001#
GB. For the~001! surface, layering transitions affecting su
cessively the first surface planes are obtained, wherea
multilayer phase transition is found for the other two inte
faces. We first present a ground-state analysis atT50 K.
This allows us to discriminate the influence of the vario
energetic quantities and the crystallographic parameters
the monolayer-multilayer character of the interfacial pha
transition.56,58 Then we present a very simple bilayer mod
to show how the critical temperature is affected by t
multilayer nature of the phase transition. A more detai
comparison of these simple analytical models with the
merical results obtained in the previous section is presen
in Sec. VI.

A. Ground-state properties of interfacial segregation

To give more insight into the domain of existence of t
multilayer phase transition, we use a simple Hamiltonian,
which only the EPI’s between nearest and next-nea
neighbors are considered. Moreover, in view of the sm
difference betweenV1 and V2 ~see Tables V–VIII! and in
order to reduce the number of parameters, the EPI’s are
assumed to have the same value as in the bulk :V1

p,q5V2
p,q

5V, ; p, q. For the segregation enthalpy in the dilute lim
DHp

impurity , we adopt the expression derived from a simp
broken-bond model,3

DHp
impurity5 (

q.2p
Zp,q~Dt1V!, ~8a!

whereZp,q denotes the coordination number including ne
est and next-nearest neighbors, and

Dt5~VBB2VAA!/2. ~8b!
3-10
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MULTILAYER PROPERTIES OF SUPERFICIAL AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 195413
This leads to a model with two energetic quantitiesV and
Dt. In order to determine the relative influence of the en
getic and crystallographic parameters on the occurrence
multilayer transition, we consider the ground-state proper
of the model for the~001! and ~310! surfaces. Toward this
goal, we compare the internal energies of systems withn A
layers,En , for various values ofn as a function of the dif-
ference in chemical potentialsm5mA2mB . En is obtained
as

E0~m!50, ~9a!

E1~m!5DH0
impurity1Z0,0V2m, ~9b!

En~m!5 (
p50

n21

DHp
impurity1 (

p50

n21

Zp,pV

12(
p50

n21

(
0<p2q<p21

Zp,p2qV2nm. ~9c!

Figure 8 shows the linesEn(m)/uVu for the two surfaces
for a given value ofDt/V. We note that the main characte
istics of the various isotherms~monolayer or multilayer
phase transitions! are already present in the interfaci
ground states. In particular, the~001! surface is characterize

FIG. 9. The global ground-state phase diagram for the sim
broken-bond model@see Eqs.~8! and ~9!# for the ~001! ~a! and
~310! surfaces~b!. This represents the location of layering
multilayer transition~in m/uVu) as a function of the energetic pa
rameterDt/V. The numbers in the figure mark regions correspo
ing to states with different numbers ofA layers.
19541
-
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by a sequence of layering transitions: 0→1, 1→2, 2→3
@Fig. 8~a!#, whereas a multilayer transition 4→6 is observed
for the~310! surface@Fig. 8~b!#. This demonstrates that, for
given set of energetic parameters (Dt,V), the change in
intra-layer and interlayer coordination numbers between
~001! and the~310! surfaces is sufficient to explain the oc
currence of a multilayer transition for the open surface.

In Fig. 9 we compare the global ground-state phase d
grams for the~001! and ~310! surfaces, i.e., the normalize
chemical potential (m/uVu) at all possible transition points a
a function of the parameterDt/V. For Dt/V.1, which cor-
responds to the wetting regime in terms of multilay
adsorption,59 the ~001! surface is characterized by a succe
sion of layering transitions@Fig. 9~a!#, whereas the~310!
surface presents a multilayer transition: 4→6 @Fig. 9~b!#.
This indicates that the distinction between layering tran
tions for relative close-packed surfaces as the~001! surface
and multilayer transitions for open surfaces as the~310! sur-
face does not depend on the energetic quantities (Dt, V) in
this very simple model, but is due only to the crystall
graphic parameters. Remember, however, that the multila
phase transition 4→6, which is predicted for the~310! sur-
face, differs from the 2→5 transition obtained for the sam
surface with the SMA-TBIM Hamiltonian@Eqs.~2!–~5!#, see
Sec. IV B. In Sec. VI A we discuss the origin of such di
crepancy, and we show in particular the influence of
variation of the EPI’s near the surface.

B. Critical temperature within the monolayer
and the bilayer model

In this section, we analyze the respective role of the
tralayer and interlayer couplings on the critical temperatu
First of all, when the ground state clearly indicates a
quence of layering transitions 0→1, 1→2, 2→3, as for the
~001! surface, we can estimate the critical temperature for
p-plane transition by considering that all the concentratio
except cp , remain constant close to the transition.34 This
leads to the so-called monolayer model, and Eqs.~1!–~5!
become

cp

12cp
5

c

12c
expF2

Ap1Bppcp

kBT G , ~10!

with

A05DH0
impurity , ~11a!

Ap5DHp
impurity12(

R
(

p850

p21

ZR
p8,pVR

p8,p , p.0

~11b!

Bpp52(
R

ZR
p,pVR

p,p for p>0. ~11c!

Equations~10! and ~11! have been obtained employing th
following additional assumptions:~a! due to the low solubil-
ity, the bulk concentration remains always very small and
been neglected in front ofAp in the exponential argument
~b! without loss of generality, the constant values forcq with

le

-
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qÞp have been chosen ascq'1 for q,p andcq'0 for q
.p; and ~c! the vibrational part of the segregation entro
has been neglected, as this is justified for the~001! surface.47

Equations ~10! and ~11! are simply the well-known
Fowler-Guggenheim equation, which leads to the existe
of a first-order phase transition on thepth plane.25 Below a
critical temperatureTc

p the pth plane isotherm presents
symmetrical van der Waals loop@see Figs. 3~b!–3~d!#. The
critical bulk concentrationctrans

p , at which the transition oc-
curs on thepth plane, is given by34

ctrans
p ~T!5c~cp50.5!5expFAp1Bpp/2

kBT G , ~12!

which can be also expressed as a function of the solub
limit ca @see Eq. 6~b!#:

ctrans
p ~T!5caexpFAp1Bpp/22(

R
ZRVR

kBT
G . ~13!

Equation~13! gives the conditionAp1Bpp/22(RZRVR,0,
which must be fulfilled to obtain the transition for a bu
concentration inside the domain of the solid solution. T
critical temperature for thepth plane transition correspond
to the one of a 2D system characterized by coordina
numbers equal toZR

p,p , and EPI’s equal toVR
p,p ~Ref. 34!:

Tc
p52Bpp/4kB52(

R
ZR

p,pVR
p,p/2kB . ~14!

A succession of layering transitions is obtained in t
monolayer model as long as the equilibrium equation~10!
for the pth plane differs from the generic bulk one, either
the presence of theDHp

impurity term or by a variation of the

EPI’s VR
p,p8 . To summarize the main characteristics of t

monolayer model, note that the critical temperature depe
only on theintralayer EPI’s, VR

p,p and on theintralayer co-
ordination numbersZR

p,p , whereas the position of the iso
therms, characterized byctrans

p , depends mainly on
DHp

impurity and on theinterlayer EPI’s andinterlayer coor-
dination numbers.

Let us now consider the case of the~310! surface, for
which the ground-state analysis and the isotherms indi
the existence of a multilayer transition. An important cryst
lographic property of the~310! planes is its intralayer coor
dination number: there is no nearest neighbor and only
next-nearest neighbors within the plane, see Table VI. As
critical temperature depends only on theintralayer EPI’s and
coordination numbers within the simple monolayer mod
very low values ofTc

p are expected from Eq.~14!. Thus,
using the values of the intralayer EPI’s given in Table VI, t
minimum value ofTc

p is equal to 70 K and is obtained fo
p51, whereas the maximum value is equal to 270 K forp
53. All these values are much lower than the numeri
estimation of the critical temperature for the multilayer pha
transition given in Sec. IV B, which is about 1500 K; see F
4~a!. However, it is obvious that the main hypothesis of t
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monolayer model, which assumes that the concentrationcq
with q Þp remain constant near the transition affecting t
pth plane, is unjustified for a multilayer phase transition.

To explain the large increase of the critical temperat
relative to the prediction of the monolayer model, we pres
a simple bilayer model, which captures the essential featu
of the multilayer phase transition. Let us assume that
transition affects the planesp andq5p11. As an extension
of the monolayer approach, we assume in the bilayer mo
that all concentrations, exceptcp andcp11, remain constant
near the phase transition. Moreover, we retain the additio
hypothesis used in the monolayer model, in particularcp8
51 for p8,p and cp850 for p8.q. This leads to the two
nonlinear coupled equations

cp

12cp
5

c

12c
expF2

Ap1Bppcp1Bpqcq

kBT G , ~15a!

cq

12cq
5

c

12c
expF2

Aq1Bqpcp1Bqqcq

kBT G , ~15b!

with

A05DH0
impurity , ~16a!

Ap5DHp
impurity12(

R
(

p850

p21

ZR
p8,pVR

p8,p with p.0,

~16b!

Bpq5Bqp52(
R

ZR
p,qVR

p,q with p>0 and q>0.

~16c!

The critical temperature is given by the equations.

S ]c

]cp
D

c
p
crit

5S ]c

]cq
D

c
q
crit

50 and

S ]2c

]cp
2D

c
p
crit

5S ]2c

]cq
2D

c
q
crit

50. ~17!

An analytical expression ofTc
bilayer can be obtained if we

assume, in addition, thatcp
crit5cq

crit50.5. It is easy to show
that this corresponds to the upper limit ofTc , which is47

Tc
bilayer52

~Bpp1Bqq!2A~Bpp2Bqq!
214Bpq

2

8kB
. ~18!

We recover the result of the monolayer model whenBpq
50. In this case, Eq.~18! becomes

Tc
monolayer5

Max~2Bpp ,2Bqq!

4kB
, ~19!

which is equivalent to Eq.~14!.
The main value of Eq.~18! is to show that theinterlayer

coupling termBpq increasesthe critical temperature relative
to the value given by the monolayer model. This result is
3-12
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agreement with the relative values of the critical temperat
for the multilayer phase transition for the~310! surface (T
51500 K) and the maximum critical temperature obtain
within the monolayer model~270 K!.

VI. DISCUSSION

If the simple analytical models presented above cap
the main characteristics of the multilayer phase transit
observed for the open interfaces@the ~310! surface and the
~310! @001# tilt GB#, we can wonder how they compare wi
the results of Sec. IV obtained from the numerical resolut
of Eqs. ~1!–~5!. In particular, is the ground-state analys
able to predict the precise sequence of monolayer-multila
phase transitions for the three interfaces considered in

FIG. 10. The ground-state internal energies~in eV! vs the dif-
ference in chemical potentials~in eV! for the ~001! surface~a!, the
~310! surface~b!, and the~310! GB ~c!. Only the stable states ar
represented, and the number of Ag layers in each state is mark
the figure.
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present work? Moreover, is it possible to extend the bila
model to reproduce the properties of the multilayer ph
transitions for the open interfaces? These two points are
cussed hereafter.

A. Application of the ground-state analysis

The simple Hamiltonian presented in Sec. V@see Eq.~8!#
contains only two energetic parameters:Dt andV. It predicts
monolayer phase transitions for the~001! surface and a
multilayer phase transition: 4→6 for the ~310! surface, that
does not depend on the energetic parameters. However
isotherms shown in Sec. IV lead to the sequence 2→5 for
the ~310! surface. To analyze this discrepancy we determ
the ground state of the Hamiltonian given by Eqs.~2!–~5!,
that contains much more energetic paramete

DHp
impurityand VR

p,p1p8 for all the pertinent values ofp and
p8. To this end, we calculate the internal energy of the s
tem withn Ag-filled layersEn as a function of the difference
in chemical potentialsm5mAg2mCu in a way similar to the
one in Eq.~9!.

Figure 10 shows the ground states obtained from the li
En(m) when the bulk is in the Ag-dilute solid solution (m
<mc5(RZRVR52372 meV) for the three interfaces. W
recover the sequence of monolayer phase transitions for
~001! surface@see Fig. 10~a!#, in good agreement with the
isotherms shown in Fig. 3 and the ground-state analysis
the simple Hamiltonian shown Fig. 9~a!. For the~310! sur-
face, we find the sequence 0→1, 1→2, 2→5, 5→6 @see
Fig. 10~b!#. The multilayer phase transition 2→5 is in com-
plete agreement with the results obtained at finite temp
tures; see the isotherms shown Fig. 4. Moreover, the dif
ences between the ground-states of the simple Hamilto
@Eq. ~8!# and the complete Hamiltonian@Eqs. ~2!–~5!# indi-
cate that the details of the multilayer phase transition,
particular the determination of the planes that participate
the transition, depend on the energetic parameters of
Hamiltonian. This contrasts with the multilayer character
the transition itself, that depends only on the crystallograp
parameters within the simple model developed in Sec. V
However, the subtle coupling between energetic and crys
lographic parameters is illustrated by the following result:
the simple broken-bond model,@Eqs. ~8! and ~9!# is limited

in

TABLE XI. Critical temperatureTc
p ~in K! and critical bulk

concentrationctrans
p (T) at T5300, 600, and 900 K forp<2 for the

~001! surface, obtained with the monolayer model and with t
complete calculations~values in parentheses!.

Tc
p ctrans

p ctrans
p ctrans

p

T5300 K T5600 K T5900 K

p50 580(580) 1.7310211 2 2

(1.8310211) 2 2

p51 1160(1500) 5.9310211 7.731026 3.931024

(6.1310211) (7.931026) (4.131024)
p52 998(1100) 7.631028 2.731024 4.231023

(7.331028) (2.831024) (4.131023)
3-13
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to nearest-neighbor interactions~instead of next-neares
neighbor interactions!, a sequence of monolayer phase tra
sitions ~instead of the multilayer phase transition! is found
for the ~310! surface.

Finally, the study of the ground-states for the~310! @001#
GB leads to the sequence 0→1, 1→6 @see Fig. 10~c!#,
where transition 1→6 accounts for the jump ofc08 , c61 ,

FIG. 11. Segregation isotherms for the~310! surface obtained in
a bilayer model withcp5c25c3 , cq5c4 at T5900 K ~a!, 600 K
~b!, and 300 K ~c!. In this simple model, it is assumed thatc0

5c151 andcp850 for p8.4.
19541
-
c62 , c63 , c64. Once more, this is in excellent agreeme
with the isotherms shown in Fig. 5, demonstrating the e
ciency of the ground-state analysis.

B. Application of the monolayer-bilayer model

In this section, we analyze the ability of the monolay
and bilayer models to recover the main features of the in

FIG. 12. Segregation isotherms for theS55 ~310! @001# tilt
grain boundary obtained in a bilayer model withcp5c05c62

5c63 , cq5c615c64 at T5900 K ~a!, 600 K ~b!, and 300 K~c!.
In this simple model, it is assumed thatc0850 andcp850 for p8
.4.
3-14
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facial phase transitions. First we consider the~001! surface.
In Table XI the values ofTc

p and ctrans
p , obtained with the

monolayer model, are compared with the results issued f
the complete calculation~see Sec. IV!. The agreement is ex
cellent and justifies fully the use of the monolayer model
the rather close-packed~001! surface. In particular the se
quencesTc

0,Tc
2,Tc

1 and ctrans
0 ,ctrans

1 ,ctrans
2 are recov-

ered. Note that the high value ofTc
1 is due to the large en

hancement ofV1
1,1 ~in absolute value! relative to the bulk

value ~see Table V!.
Then, for the~310! surface, we solve the bilayer mod

with the assumptions.cp5c25c3 ,cq5c4 and c05c1

51,cp850 for p8.4, which are justified when considerin
the isotherms shown Fig. 4. The agreement between the
sulting isotherms and the exact ones is very impressive~see
Fig. 11!. However, if the critical temperature given by th
bilayer model,Tc

bilayer5975 K, is much higher than the on
given by the monolayer model,Tc

monolayer5270 K, it re-
mains lower than the exact one,Tc5 1400 K. By succes-
sively considering a trilayer model (c2 ,c3 ,c4) and a four-
layer model (c1 ,c2 ,c3 ,c4), we find that the critical
temperature of the trilayer model is very similar toTc

bilayer ,
whereas the four layer model leads to a better estimatio
Tc : 1100 K. This indicates how dependent on the vario
interlayer couplings the critical temperature is. This seem
exclude a quantitative analytical treatment ofTc for the
multilayer phase transition, even if the bilayer model allo
a very good description of the main features of the~310!
surface segregation isotherms.

A similar analysis can be performed for the~310! GB
isotherms. As explained in Sec. IV C, these segregation
therms are more complex than for the~310! surface, in par-
ticular because of the influence of the vibrational entropy
the 0 sites. Thus if these sites do not participate in
multilayer phase transition at low temperature@see Fig.
5~d!#, the lowering of the Gibbs free energy of segregat
~in absolute value! due toDS0

seg leads to the incorporation o
the 0-site isotherm in this transition at high temperature,

FIG. 13. Segregation isotherms for theS55 ~310! @001# tilt
grain boundary atT5300 K obtained by considering simulta
neously two bilayer models:B23 ~for c62 andc63) andB14 ~for c61

and c64) and two monolayer models:M0 ~for c0) and M08 ~for
c08), see the text.
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Fig. 5~b!. This must be taken into account in a simple bilay
model. In view of the isotherms shown Fig. 5~b!, we adopt
the generalized bilayer models:cp5c05c625c63 , cq

5c615c64 andc085c6p850 for p8.4. This leads to the
isotherms shown Fig. 12 and to a critical temperature eq
to 1650 K; @see Eq.~18!#, in surprisingly good agreemen
with the numerical estimation given by the complete calc
lation, Tc

GB'1600 K ~see Sec. IV C!. This must be com-
pared to the critical temperatures given by the monola
model: from 58 K for the 0 sites to 400 K for the62 sites.
This shows that the multilayer phase transition for the~310!
GB has characteristics similar to the ones affecting the~310!
surface. In both cases, theinterlayer coupling is stronger
than theintralayer one, contrary to the more studied case
the close-packed interfaces, such as the~001! surface.

An extension of the bilayer model can also be used
analyze the GB phase transition at low temperature. In S
IV C, we indicated that the GB phase transition is split in
three phase transitions atT 5 300 K, the first one affecting
the planesp562 and p563, the second one the plane
p561 andp564, and the last one the sites 08 of the GB
plane; see Fig. 5~d!. This suggests the simultaneous use
two bilayer models,B23 andB14 and two monolayer models
M0 andM08 . B23 is defined to study the phase transition f
the planes62 and63 ~i.e., cp5c62 andcq5c63 with c0

51, c085c6150, cp850 for p8.3), whereasB14 is de-
voted to the transition affecting the planes61 and64 ~i.e.,
cp5c61 and cq5c64 with c05c625c6351, c0850, and
cp850 for p8.4). The monolayer models,M0 andM08 are
used to study the behavior of the sites 0 (cp5c0 ,cp850 for
p8.0) and 0’ (cp5c08 ,c05c625c635c615c6451 and
cp850 for p8.4) of the GB plane, respectively.

Figure 13 displays the isotherms obtained with this sim
method. They compare remarkably well with the comple
calculation shown in Fig. 5~d!. This allows us to understan
the subtle succession of the three phase transitions. W
increasing the bulk concentration, we first observe the c
tinuous increase ofc0. All the other concentrations remai
very small up to the phase transition affectingc62 andc63

for c5ctrans
2,3 . However, forc62 andc63 almost equal to 1, a

transition affectingc61 and c64 occurs for a value ofc
smaller thanctrans

2,3 . This unusual situation explains the ve
large van der Waals loop affecting thec62 and c63 iso-
therms observed in the complete calculation, the transi
for c61 and c64 being located in the upper and metastab
part of this van der Waals loop@see Fig. 5~d!#. Moreover,
this calculation confirms that the behavior of the 08 sites
can be analyzed with the simple Fowler-Guggenhe
isotherm,25 the critical temperature obtained from the mon
layer model~348 K!, @see Eq.~14!#, being in good agreemen
with the one estimated from the complete calculation~400
K!.

Thus the bilayer model is a very efficient tool to analy
the complex interfacial multilayer phase transitions, wh
the interfacial plane is not a close-packed one. As shown
the~310! surface, the critical temperature is still approxima
relative to the complete calculation, but this model allows
3-15
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understand the large increase ofTc relative to the widely
used Fowler-Guggenheim~or monolayer! formalism.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have compared the segregation prop
ties for three interfaces: the flat~001! surface, the open~310!
surface and theS55 ~310! @001# GB. Using anN-body po-
tential well suited for the Cu-Ag system, we have obtain
the energetic parameters of an effective Ising model, wh
allows us to compare the segregation driving forces for
three interfaces. Within a mean-field approximation, we h
calculated the segregation isotherms in the Cu-Ag syst
which presents a strong tendency toward phase separati
the bulk. An interfacial phase transition occurs below a cr
cal temperature in all the studied isotherms. However,
succession of monolayer phase transitions is obtained fo
~001! surface when approaching the bulk solubility limit,
very different behavior is exhibited for the two~310! inter-
faces. For these interfaces, we observe a multilayer ph
transition affecting three planes for the~310! surface and
nine planes for the~310! tilt GB. Moreover, a complex phas
d

en

s

e

A

n
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diagram is obtained for the GB plane itself, with the pred
tion of a multireentrant phase transition. An analysis of t
ground-states allows us to define the condition for the e
tence of a multilayer phase transition relative to a monola
one, as a function of the intra-layer and interlayer coordi
tion numbers. Furthermore, the development of a simple
layer model shows the influence of the interlayer coupling
the increase of the critical temperature relative to the esti
tion given by the well-known monolayer model~or Fowler-
Guggenheim equation!.

We hope that this study will motivate experimental work
particularly for the segregation properties of vicinal surfac
and GB in systems presenting a bulk miscibility gap, such
the Cu-Ag system. From the theoretical point of view, Mon
Carlo simulations are in progress to study the influence
the correlations ignored by the present mean-field appro
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